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ultrathin MoS2/MoP/N-doped carbon hollow
nanobubbles for efficient hydrogen evolution†
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Wenjun Zhangb and Zhong Jin *b

For efficient electrocatalysis, the rational construction of unique electrochemical interfaces is very

important to enhance the intrinsic activity and expose more active sites. Herein, we demonstrate an

atomic-migration-driven in situ thermal sulfurization–phosphorization strategy for the preparation of

triple-layer-shelled hollow nanobubbles consisting of defect-rich ultrathin MoS2/MoP outer layers and

a porous N-doped carbon inner layer (MoS2/MoP/NC) for efficient hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). In

this method, (NH4)2MoS4/NaH2PO4-blended polymer nanospheres were prepared via aqueous-phase

reaction, followed by a one-step thermal annealing process. During the thermal treatment, the MoS2
outer shell and NC inner layer were first formed at 500 �C; then the temperature was increased to

900 �C and the competitive reaction between the Mo atoms of the MoS2 species formed a strong

driving force to transfer P species from the interior to the surface of the porous NC layer and form an

intermediate layer of MoP. This strategy realized the formation of ultrathin MoS2/MoP/NC

heterointerfaces with a high surface area (954.3 m2 g�1), abundant defect/edge sites, and improved

electrocatalytic activity. In both acidic and alkaline solutions, the MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nanobubbles

exhibited low overpotentials (151 and 208 mV) to drive a current density of 10 mA cm�2, small Tafel

slopes (58 and 62 mV dec�1), and excellent stability for hydrogen production, respectively. This work

provides a new route for the construction of active electrochemical heterointerfaces for efficient

electrocatalysis.
Introduction

The increasing global energy consumption together with the
associated environmental issues has promoted the exploration
of hydrogen power, which is viewed as a clean, renewable, and
sustainable energy carrier.1–4 Pollution-free hydrogen produc-
tion from electrochemical water splitting has attracted enor-
mous research interest.5–7 However, the overpotential and
performance decay of electrocatalysts must be minimized to
fulll the practical demands of the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER).8–10 Although Pt-based catalysts are regarded as the most
effective HER electrocatalysts, their high cost and scarcity
hinder their scalable applications for the HER.11–13 Therefore,
the development of non-Pt electrocatalysts that can drive the
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HER with high efficiency at a lower overpotential is highly
desirable for large-scale hydrogen production.14,15

Transition metal compounds, such as dichalcogenides16,17

and phosphides18,19 have been demonstrated as promising
alternatives to replace Pt. Molybdenum disulde (MoS2),
a typical two-dimensional nanomaterial, has been intensively
investigated for the HER.20–22 Among the possible crystalline
phases of MoS2, the 2H hexagonal phase is the most stable, but
its layered nanostructures and semi-conductive property usually
result in the stack/aggregation of active sites and poor
conductivity.16,17,23 Therefore, several strategies have been
adopted to alleviate these shortcomings, such as preparing
highly-dispersed MoS2 nanostructures on conductive carbon
materials to expose rich active sites and introducing hetero-
atoms to obtain a low hydrogen adsorption free energy
(DGH*).24,25 Another HER catalyst, molybdenum phosphide
(MoP), exhibits superior intrinsic HER activity with a lower
onset overpotential compared with MoS2.26,27 Moreover, the
HER performance and stability of MoP can be further improved
by introducing S heteroatoms.28 However, the existing
approaches to synthesize MoS2/MoP hybrids are complicated,
which usually consist of a number of different reagents and
reactions, hindering their wide application.29,30 On the other
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792 | 24783
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hand, the construction of highly-active electrochemical hetero-
interfaces with rich active sites and improving electronic
conductivity are critical factors to improve catalytic activity.31,32

Recently, N-doped carbon (NC) materials derived from organic
polymers have been regarded as an ideal support for the prepa-
ration of hybrid catalysts due to their porous structure, large
surface area, and good conductivity.33,34 However, current
approaches for preparing NC-supported composite catalysts
usually involve simple mixing or encapsulating the activematerial
into thick NC layers, which may decrease the electronic conduc-
tivity or hinder the exposure of rich active sites for the HER.35

Therefore, it is very desirable to rationally construct closely-
integrated and highly-active electrochemical heterointerfaces of
MoS2/MoP and NC to enhance the HER performance.

For the rst time, herein, we report an in situ sulfurization–
phosphorization strategy driven by thermal atomic-migration for
the preparation of well-dened triple-layer-shelled hollow nano-
bubbles with ultrathin and compact few-layer MoS2/MoP/NC
heterointerfaces for efficient HER. Distinctive from previous
studies, this strategy depends on the in situ and conned sulfu-
rization and subsequent phosphorization reactions of the
precursor (NH4)2MoS4/NaH2PO4-blended polymer nanospheres
at different temperatures. Initially, the few-layer epitaxial MoS2
outer shell and NC inner layer were grown at 500 �C, and then the
temperature was increased to 900 �C for generating a strong
driving force to promote the atomic-migration of P species from
the interior to the surface of the porous NC layer, forming an
intermediate MoP layer. Beneting from the synergistic effect,
large surface area, and rich active sites of the MoS2/MoP/NC
heterointerfaces, the as-prepared trilayer-shelled hollow nano-
bubbles exhibited remarkable HER performances in both acidic
and alkaline solutions, showing low overpotentials, low Tafel
slopes, and excellent stability.
Experimental
Synthesis of (NH4)2MoS4/NaH2PO4-blended polymer
nanospheres as a precursor

Typically, 0.40 g of aniline, 0.30 g of pyrrole, 0.10 g of Triton X-
100 surfactant, and 60 mL distilled water were homogenously
mixed in a 100 mL beaker with rapid stirring for 0.5 h and
strong ultrasonication for another 0.5 h. Subsequently, 20 mL
aqueous solution of 1.90 g of (NH4)2S2O8 precooled at 0 �C was
added to the above solution and maintained at 0 �C for 12 h to
obtain uniform polymer nanospheres. Aer the polymerization
reaction, the nanospheres were washed with distilled water six
times, and then redispersed in 10 mL aqueous solution of 0.5 g
(NH4)2MoS4 and 1.0 g NaH2PO4$2H2O with strong ultra-
sonication for 1 h. Finally, the as-obtained mixture was vacuum-
dried at 80 �C to form (NH4)2MoS4/NaH2PO4-blended polymer
nanospheres.
Synthesis of trilayer-shelled MoS2/MoP/NC hollow
nanobubbles

0.2 g of the above-prepared (NH4)2MoS4/NaH2PO4-blended
polymer nanospheres was thermally treated in a tube furnace at
24784 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792
500 �C and then 900 �C for 2 h at a heating rate of 5 �C min�1 in
a ow of high-purity Ar. Then the tube furnace was cooled to
room temperature naturally. The product was washed with
distilled water and ethanol three times and vacuum-dried at
80 �C. To deeply understand the internal relationship between
the nanostructures and activities of the MoS2/MoP/NC hetero-
layers, several control samples were obtained under identical
conditions except that the high pyrolyzation temperature was
set to 800 �C or 1000 �C instead of 900 �C.

Synthesis of NC, MoS2/NC, and MoP/NC nanobubbles as
control samples

For comparison, pristine NC nanobubbles were prepared
similarly to the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles but without the
addition of NaH2PO4$2H2O and (NH4)2MoS4. The MoS2/NC
control sample was prepared in the same way as the MoS2/MoP/
NC nanobubbles but without the addition of NaH2PO4$2H2O.
The MoP/NC control sample was synthesized in the same way as
MoS2/MoP/NC but with the addition of (NH4)6Mo7O24$4H2O
instead of (NH4)2MoS4.

Characterization

The morphologies and nanostructures of the samples were
examined via SEM (Hitachi S-4800) and TEM (FEI Tecnai G2, 200
kV). The elemental mappings and chemical compositions of the
samples were characterized via energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDX) equipped with a Hitachi S-4800. Crystallo-
graphic information and interlayer spacings were collected via
X-ray diffraction (XRD, X'Pert PRO MPD diffractometer) with
Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 1.54 Å). Raman spectra were collected
using a Renishaw inVia 2000 Raman spectrometer and 514 nm
laser excitation. The BET surface areas and pore size distribu-
tions were collected using a Tristar II Plus system at liquid-
nitrogen temperature. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
was performed on a Thermo Fisher Scientic II spectrometer to
investigate the valence states of the obtained samples using an
Al Ka source (1486.6 eV).

Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical measurements were performed with a typical
three-electrode setup using an electrochemical station (Gamry
Reference 600) in 0.5 M H2SO4 or 1.0 M KOH. A certain amount
of sample was loaded on a bare glassy carbon electrode (GCE) as
the working electrode. Typically, 5 mg of sample powder was
dispersed in 1 mL of co-solvent (vwater:vethanol ¼ 1 : 1) mixed
with 20 mL of Naon solution (5 wt%) under ultrasonication for
1 h. Then 5 mL of the resulting ink was pipetted onto the GCE
and dried in air naturally. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE,
Hg/Hg2Cl2 in saturated KCl) and a graphite rod were employed
as the reference electrode and counter electrode, respectively.
All potentials were calibrated with respect to the reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE): E(RHE) ¼ E(SCE) + 0.243 + 0.059pH.
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurements for the HER
were conducted in 0.5 M H2SO4 (pH ¼ 0) and 1.0 M KOH (pH ¼
14) at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1. Electric impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) was performed at a potential of �0.15 V (vs. RHE) in the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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frequency range of 105 to 0.1 Hz under an amplitude of 5 mV. To
evaluate the double-layer capacitances (Cdl), cyclic voltammo-
grams (CV) were cycled in the non-faradaic region with sweep
rates of 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 mV s�1, respectively. Long-term
electrocatalytic stability tests were carried out via successive CV
scans from �0.3 to 0.2 V (vs. RHE) at a sweep rate of 100 mV s�1

for 1000 cycles and chronoamperometric measurements at
�0.2 V (vs. RHE) for 10 h.

Results and discussion
Preparation of MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nanobubbles

The synthetic strategy for the MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nano-
bubbles is exhibited in Fig. 1a. For the preparation of the MoS2/
MoP/NC hollow nanobubbles, (NH4)2MoS4 was chosen as the
Mo and S sources and NaH2PO4$2H2O as the P source. The
(NH4)2MoS4 and NaH2PO4$2H2O precursors with amass ratio of
1 : 2 were mixed with polyaniline and pyrrole dissolved in water
and then dried through evaporation to form (NH4)2MoS4/
NaH2PO4-blended polymer nanospheres. These precursor
nanospheres provided conned nanospaces for the in situ sul-
furation–phosphorization reactions during the following pyro-
lyzation treatment step, leading to the formation of MoS2/MoP/
NC hollow nanobubbles. At a relative low annealing tempera-
ture (500 �C) in an Ar atmosphere, the NC inner layer was
formed through the carbonization of polyaniline and poly-
pyrrole. (NH4)2MoS4 was rstly reduced to MoS3 and then
partially converted to MoS2 with gradually improved crystal-
linity tightly coupled on the surface of the carbon layer to form
an MoS2 outer shell, as shown by eqn (1) and (2):

(NH4)2MoS4 / MoS3 + NH3 + H2S (1)

MoS3 / MoS2 + S (2)

As the temperature increased to 900 �C, NaH2PO4 competi-
tively reacted with the Mo species in MoS2 on the surface of the
carbon layer, promoting the transfer of P atoms from the inte-
rior to the surface of the porous NC layer and forming an
intermediate layer of MoP layers. Accordingly, this atomic-
migration-driven in situ thermal sulfurization–phosphoriza-
tion strategy was used to prepare triple-layer-shelled hollow
nanobubbles consisting of defect-rich ultrathin MoS2/MoP
outer layers and porous N-doped carbon inner layer.

Characterization of MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nanobubbles

The morphologies and structural features of the pyrolyzed
products were rstly characterized via SEM. As shown in
Fig. S1a and S1b,† the pristine NC nanospheres display a well-
dened spherical morphology with an average diameter of
�90 nm. The SEM images in Fig. S2–S4† and 1b reveal that the
spherical shape of MoS2/NC, MoP/NC, and MoS2/MoP/NC
nanobubbles was well-maintained, while their surface became
rougher, indicating abundant active sites on their surface. The
structural characteristics of the as-obtained MoS2/MoP/NC
nanobubbles were further examined via TEM, as depicted in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Fig. S5† and 1c and d. The MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles in
Fig. S5† and 1c exhibit highly hollow interior voids, indicating
bubble-like characteristics. A closer examination of the MoS2/
MoP/NC nanobubbles in Fig. 1d reveals that the ultrathin
shells of the nanobubbles with a thickness of �10 nm
comprised of MoS2, MoP, and NC trilayers are tightly coupled.
The HRTEM examination of the edge of an MoS2/MoP/NC
nanobubble gave more information on its composition.
Fig. 1e clearly shows that ultrathin MoS2 layers (less than 10
layers) with rich defects were tightly adhered to form the outer
shell. This results in better wettability and provides rich active
sites for electrocatalysis. The interlayer distance between the
MoS2 layers was estimated to be 0.68 nm, which matches well
with that of MoS2 lattice structures. Moreover, the intermediate
layer with an interplanar spacing of 0.28 nm adjacent to the
MoS2 layers corresponds to the (100) planes of the MoP layers.
Especially, the close interaction of the MoS2, MoP, and NC tri-
layers in the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles effectively will
promote the electron transfer during electrocatalytic processes.
To further explore the mechanism for the formation of the
triple-layer-shelled MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nanobubbles, the
TEM images of NC, MoS2, and MoP nanobubbles are also dis-
played for comparison. The TEM images of the pristine NC
nanobubbles (Fig. S6a and S6b†) show a clear hollow core with
a diameter of�30 nm, implying that the thickness of the shell is
�30 nm. The formation of spherical NC nanostructures is
derived from the conned interfacial polymerization of aniline
and pyrrole in the presence of surfactants.36 Aer introducing
(NH4)2MoS4 into the polymer, the MoS2/NC nanobubbles were
obtained, which were comprised of less than ten atomic layers
tightly anchored on the NC surface to form the outer shell
(Fig. S7a–S7c†). While for the MoP/NC nanobubbles, the MoP
layer was formed with a decrease in the degree of hollowness
compared with the MoS2/NC nanobubbles (Fig. S8a and S8b†).
The HRTEM (Fig. S8c†) image of the MoP/NC nanobubbles
demonstrates the layered structure of the MoP layer with an
interlayer distance of 0.28 nm, corresponding to the (100)
planes of MoP. Comparison of the nanostructures of NC, MoS2/
NC, MoP/NC, and MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles reveals that the
MoS2 layer was rstly formed on the surface of NC because
(NH4)2MoS4 is easily converted into MoS2 at a relatively low
temperature, as conrmed in Fig. S9,† where the MoS2 layer is
formed at a temperature as low as 500 �C. When the tempera-
ture increased to 900 �C, NaH2PO4 is prone to react with the Mo
source derived from MoS2, thus forming a strong driving force
to transfer P species from the interior to the surface of the
porous NC layer and then form an intermediate MoP layer.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the ultrathin MoS2/MoP/NC
hollow nanobubbles comprised of triple-layer-shelled hetero-
interfaces were obtained through an atomic-migration-driven in
situ thermal sulfurization–phosphorization process. The initial
epitaxial growth of the MoS2 layer is essential to the formation
of ultrathin MoS2/MoP/NC heterointerfaces, while providing
a large exposed surface area, and the formation of the MoP layer
can further improve the hollow degree of the MoS2/MoP/NC
nanobubbles. Moreover, the uniform distribution of elements
on MoS2/NC, MoP/NC, and MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles is
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792 | 24785
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the synthesis of the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles. (b) SEM image, (c and d) TEM images, (e) HRTEM image, (f) EDX
mappings, (g) EDX elemental contents, (h) XRD pattern, (i) Raman spectrum, and (j) N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm and pore size distribution
of MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles.
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illustrated by the elemental mappings in Fig. S10† and 1f. The
EDX spectrum in Fig. 1g also demonstrates that the MoS2/MoP/
NC nanobubbles are composed of Mo, S, P, C, N, and O
elements. The Mo, S, and P elements account for the atomic
percentages of 3.83%, 4.18%, and 2.21%, respectively. The EDX
characterization of the MoS2/NC and MoP/NC nanobubbles
(Fig. S11a and S11b†) was also conducted to show the compo-
sition of the samples.

Fig. 1h shows the XRD patterns of the MoS2/MoP/NC hollow
nanobubbles. The XRD peaks can be ascribed to a mixture of
MoS2 (PDF no. 03-065-0160) and MoP (PDF no. 03-065-6487). A
shark peak located at 14.4� is clearly observed, which is indexed
to the (002) facets of MoS2 and corresponds to the stacked MoS2
layers in the c-direction. Moreover, the typical peaks for the
hexagonal MoS2 phase in the enlarged XRD patterns are clearly
24786 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792
detected (Fig. S12†). The typical characteristic peaks located at
27.9�, 32.1�, 43.1�, 57.4�, 57.9�, 64.9�, 67.1�, 67.7�, and 85.6� are
attributed to the (001), (100), (101), (110), (002), (111), (200),
(102), and (112) facets of MoP, respectively. For comparison, the
XRD patterns of the MoS2/NC and MoP/NC nanobubbles are
also displayed in Fig. S13.† For the NC nanospheres, the typical
peak observed at 23� can be ascribed to the (002) facets of
graphitic carbon. Moreover, the graphitization degree of the
MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles was further characterized via
Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 1i). The two peaks at 1344 and
1590 cm�1 are indexed to the D and G bands of graphitic
carbon, respectively. The ID/IG value was calculated to be 1.14,
implying partial graphitization, which can effectively promote
electron transfer in the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles.37 The
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of the MoS2/MoP/
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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NC nanobubbles was calculated utilizing the nitrogen absorp-
tion technique. Fig. 1j shows that the MoS2/MoP/NC nano-
bubbles exhibit a typical mesoporous structure, as evidenced by
their high specic BET surface area of up to 954.3 m2 g�1 and
numerous nanopores centered at 2.4 nm (the inset of Fig. 1j). To
reveal the effect of the initially-formedMoS2 layer andMoP layer
on theMoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles, the BET surface areas of the
MoP/NC and MoS2/NC control samples were also measured
(Fig. S14 and S15,† respectively). As shown in Fig. S14,† the
MoP/NC nanobubbles exhibit a much smaller BET surface area
of 122.4 m2 g�1 with the size of their nanopores centered at
2.5 nm. TheMoS2/NC nanobubbles exhibit a BET surface area of
390.8 m2 g�1 with an average pore size of 3.5 nm (Fig. S15†).
This indicates that the MoS2 and MoP layers are both respon-
sible for the large surface area of the MoS2/MoP/NC nano-
bubbles. The unique porous structure of the MoS2/MoP/NC
nanobubbles with high uniformity would expose rich active
sites for electrocatalysis and facilitate the mass transfer of the
electrolyte (Table S1†).

The chemical compositions and valence states of the MoS2/
MoP/NC nanobubbles were further characterized via XPS. The
XPS survey spectrum exhibits the obvious signals Mo, S, P, C, N,
and O (Fig. 2a). As shown in Fig. 2b, the high-resolution XPS
spectrum in the Mo 3d region can be deconvoluted into two
separate doublets. The Mo 3d peaks at 228.2 and 231.2 eV
represent the characteristic doublet of Mo4+ arising from the
MoS2 species,38,39 which shied by �0.8 eV compared with that
for 2H-MoS2 (229 eV). The doublet peaks at 228.7 and 232.1 eV
can be indexed to Mod+ (0 # d # 4) species, conrming the
presence of MoP.40,41 In the S 2p region (Fig. 2c), the peaks at
161.9 and 163.1 eV correspond to the S2� 2p3/2 and S2� 2p1/2
species, respectively.42,43 In addition, the peaks at 163.9 and
165.1 eV with an energy level difference of �1.2 eV can be
Fig. 2 (a) Survey XPS spectrum and (b–f) high-resolution XPS scans of Mo
(f) C 1s regions.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
indexed to S2
2� 2p3/2 and S2

2� 2p1/2, respectively.44 The doublet
peaks at 129.4 and 130.2 eV in the P 2p region (Fig. 2d) are
typical peaks of MoP.45 The other broad peak at 133 eV is
attributed to PO4

3� or P2O5 species formed by slight surface
oxidation.46 The N 1s spectrum (Fig. 2e) can be divided into
three peaks at 398.7, 400.5, and 401.6 eV, indexed to pyridinic-
N, pyrrolic-N, and quaternary-N, respectively, which imply the
successful doping of N into the carbon matrix.47,48 The C 1s
spectrum in Fig. 2f can be divided into four signals at 284.2,
284.6, 285, and 285.7 eV, which are ascribed to C–C/C]C, C–O,
C]O, and C–N, respectively.49,50 The introduction of electron-
rich dopants (such as N heteroatoms) into the carbon matrix
can tune its electronic conguration efficiently, thus boosting
its intrinsic activity for the HER.26 The existence of C–O and
C]O bonds is inevitable when the C-doped catalysts are
prepared at high temperature in an inert atmosphere due to the
combination of C with O species and their oxidation. Moreover,
according to the XPS results, Mo, S, P and C elements account
for the weight percentages of 22.08%, 7.85%, 4.51% and
53.15%, respectively. The ICP measurements further demon-
strated that the Mo, S, P and C elements account for the weight
percentages of 22.15%, 7.83%, 4.48% and 53.02%, respectively,
which is in accordance with the XPS results. According the
different area ratios in the Mo 3d, S 2p, P 2p, and C 1s regions,
the loading amount of MoS2, MoP and NC was calculated to be
8.82%, 22.21%, and 53%, respectively. For comparison, the XPS
survey spectra of the MoS2/NC and MoP/NC control samples are
also displayed in Fig. S16a.† The Mo4+ 3d peak of the MoS2/
MoP/NC nanobubbles shied to a lower binding energy
compared to that of the MoS2/NC nanobubbles and the Mod+ 3d
peak of the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles shied to higher
binding energy compared to that of MoP/NC nanobubbles,
demonstrating the electronic interaction between MoS2 and
S2/MoP/NC nanobubbles in the (b) Mo 3d, (c) S 2p, (d) P 2p, (e) N 1s, and

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792 | 24787
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MoP in the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles. The binding energy of
the S2� 2p peak of the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles is lower than
that of the MoS2/NC nanobubbles (Fig. S16b†), which is due to
the higher electronegativity of S than P. Electrons tend to
transfer from P to S, leading to the lower binding energy of S in
MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles. This electron transfer effect is also
reected in the binding energy shis of the P 2p peak of the
MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles (Fig. S16c†), which shied to
a higher value compared with that for the MoP/NC nano-
bubbles. These results indicate the existence of an electronic
interaction effect in the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles, which
contributes to their enhanced electrocatalytic performance due
to the electronic interaction between P and S, leading to
a decrease in DGH*.51

To investigate the relationship between the structure and
activity of the MoS2/MoP/NC heterolayers, a series of control
samples were also synthesized by varying the pyrolyzation
temperature, which were analyzed via SEM, (HR)TEM, EDX,
Fig. 3 (a) SEM, (b) TEM, and (c) HRTEM images of the MoS2/MoP/NC con
of the MoS2/MoP/NC control sample prepared at 1000 �C. (g) XRD patter
at 800 �C, 900 �C, and 1000 �C.

24788 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792
XRD, and Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 3, S17 and S18†). Fig. 3a–f
show that the as-obtained MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles had
a decreased diameter when the temperature increased from
800 �C to 1000 �C. Moreover, the microstructure of the MoS2/
MoP/NC nanobubbles was maintained well at 1000 �C, indi-
cating their high thermal stability. The EDX mappings in
Fig. S17a and S17b† show that the Mo, S, P, C, and N elements
in the control samples are homogenously distributed. EDX
measurements were further conducted to present the elemental
contents of the control samples (Fig. S18a and S18b†). As is
known, the N heteroatoms introduced in the NC layers could
enhance the electrocatalytic performance of the catalyst by
tuning its electronic structure. Fig. S18a and S18b† show that
the contents of N element declined with an increase in the
pyrolyzation temperature, which may result in an inferior HER
performance. Moreover, the XRD patterns in Fig. 3g show that
the contents of MoS2 and MoP also changed with the temper-
ature. The MoP layer became more evident as the temperature
trol sample prepared at 800 �C. (d) SEM, (e) TEM, and (f) HRTEM images
ns and (h) Raman spectra of the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles obtained

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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increased from 800 �C to 1000 �C, implying that MoP is likely to
be formed at a high temperature. The Raman results in Fig. 3h
indicate that the ID/IG values of the MoS2/MoP/NC control
samples have almost no change, demonstrating the similar
graphitization level of the NC layers in all the samples.
HER performances of MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nanobubbles

The electrocatalytic HER activity of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode
was rstly tested in an N2-saturated acidic solution. Similarly,
the HER activities of the bare GCE, NC, MoS2/NC and MoP/NC
electrodes were also investigated for comparison. In the polar-
ization curves (Fig. 4a), the bare GCE electrode showed very
poor HER activity, which excludes the effect of the bare GCE on
the catalytic performance. Impressively, the MoS2/MoP/NC
electrode presented a dramatically enhanced performance
with an overpotential (h) of only 151 mV at a current density of
10 mA cm�2, which is lower than that of the NC (660 mV), MoS2/
NC (281 mV), and MoP/NC (160 mV) electrodes. The over-
potential of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode was 130 mV lower than
that of the MoS2/NC electrode, indicating that the incorporation
of P species in the triple-layer-shelled hollow nanobubbles plays
a key role in promoting the electrochemical activity. The
synergistic effect between the P and S species could cause
a signicant decrease in DGH* for neighboring S atoms, indi-
cating the existence of surface active MoS2 species.51

The Tafel slope can be determined from the LSV curve via the
Tafel equation (h ¼ a + b log j, where a is a constant and b is the
Fig. 4 (a) Polarization curves of the bare GCE, NC, MoS2/NC, MoP/NC, a
calculated from (a). (c) Cyclic voltammograms (CV) from the double-laye
were collected in a selected potential range without faradic current at diff
NC, MoS2/NC, MoP/NC, and MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles. (e) Nyquist
a potential of �0.15 V (vs. RHE). (f) Chronoamperometry curves of the M
10 h at a fixed overpotential of 200 mV. The inset of (f) shows the HER p
1000 CV cycles from �0.3 to 0.2 V (vs. RHE) in 0.5 M H2SO4.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
Tafel slope) to evaluate the HER mechanism (Fig. 4b). Typically,
the HER process has two steps in acidic conditions, where the
rst step is the Volmer (eqn (3)) reaction and the second is the
Heyrovsky (eqn (4)) or Tafel reaction (eqn (5)):52

H3O
+ + e� / Hads + H2O (3)

Hads + H3O + e� / H2 + H2O (4)

Hads + Hads / H2 (5)

The Tafel slope of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode was as low as
58 mV dec�1, indicating that the release of H2 is the rate-
determining step and the HER process on the MoS2/MoP/NC
electrode follows the Volmer–Heyrovsky mechanism. The
Tafel slope of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode was signicantly
lower than that of NC (126 mV dec�1), MoS2/NC (112 mV dec�1),
and MoP/NC (66 mV dec�1), demonstrating the favorable HER
kinetics of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode.

The double layer capacitance (Cdl) at the solid–liquid inter-
face was further calculated using the cyclic voltammetry (CV)
method to assess the linearly-related electrochemical surface
area (ECSA). The typical CV results of the MoS2/MoP/NC elec-
trode at varying scan rates from 40 to 120 mV s�1 are exhibited
in Fig. 4c. The measured Cdl values of the NC, MoS2/NC, MoP/
NC, and MoS2/MoP/NC electrodes were calculated to be 1.3,
5.3, 3.3, and 15.1 mF cm�2, respectively (Fig. 4d). The large Cdl

value of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode indicates a large ECSA with
nd MoS2/MoP/NC electrodes at a scan rate of 5 mV s�1. (b) Tafel plots
r capacitance measurement of the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles, which
erent scanning rates (40–120mV s�1). (d) Double-layer capacitances of
plots of NC, MoS2/NC, MoP/NC, and MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles at
oP/NC and MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles during the HER process over
olarization curves of the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles before and after

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792 | 24789
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rich active sites towards the HER, whichmay arise from its large
BET surface area (954.3 m2 g�1). EIS measurements were also
performed on the samples to gain further insight into their
electrode kinetics (Fig. 4e). By tting the equivalent circuit
inserted in Fig. 4e, the charge transfer resistances (Rct) of all the
samples are presented in Table S2.† The results show that the
Rct value of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode (31.36 U) is much
smaller than that of NC (28 514 U), MoS2/NC (921.3 U), and
MoP/NC (33.9 U), indicating its faster charge transfer rate for
the HER. The small resistance of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode
may be related to its partial graphitization (ID/IG ¼ 1.14), high
conductivity of NC and MoP, and synergistic effect among the
NC, MoS2, and MoP layers, which can effectively promote the
charge transfer between the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode and
electrolyte.

The electrocatalytic stability of catalysts is a vital factor for
their practical applications. Therefore, the durability of the
MoS2/MoP/NC electrode was investigated via chro-
noamperometry for 10 h and also continuous CV for 1000 cycles
at a scan rate of 100 mV s�1. The chronoamperometric curve of
the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode (Fig. 4f) shows that its current
density was only degraded slightly aer operation for 10 h in
acidic medium. Furthermore, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4f,
the polarization curve of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode exhibited
a slightly negative shi aer 1000 sweeps, which is in accor-
dance with the chronoamperometric measurement. The excel-
lent stability of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode may be ascribed to
the MoS2/MoP layers tightly coupled with NC layers, which
prevent the corrosion and agglomeration of the active species.

The electrocatalytic activity of the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode
for the HER in alkaline media was also evaluated. As expected,
the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode also exhibited an enhanced HER
Fig. 5 (a) Polarization curves, (b) Tafel plots, (c) double-layer capacitanc
800 �C, 900 �C, and 1000 �C measured in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution.

24790 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 24783–24792
performance in 1.0 M KOH, showing a low overpotential of only
208 mV at 10 mA cm�2, which is 112 mV lower than that of
MoS2/NC (Fig. S19a†). Moreover, the MoS2/MoP/NC electrode
showed a lower Tafel slope of 62 mV dec�1, which is lower than
that of NC (154 mV dec�1), MoS2/NC (113 mV dec�1), and MoP/
NC (70 mV dec�1), suggesting a possible Volmer–Heyrovsky
mechanism (Fig. S19b†). Furthermore, the MoS2/MoP/NC elec-
trode exhibited a large Cdl of 6.7 mF cm�2 (Fig. S19c and S19d†)
and a small Rct of 25.6 U (Fig. S19e and Table S2†). The stability
tests via both chronoamperometry and successive CV analysis
demonstrated that the electrocatalytic stability of MoS2/MoP/
NC is higher than that of MoP/NC in alkaline solution
(Fig. S19f†). Overall, all the HER measurements prove that the
MoS2/MoP/NC electrode possesses superior activity and stability
in both acidic and alkaline solutions.

To further interpret the relationship between the nano-
structures and activities of the MoS2/MoP/NC heterolayers, the
HER performances of the MoS2/MoP/NC control samples ob-
tained at different pyrolyzation temperatures were also investi-
gated in acidic and alkaline solutions. The overpotentials of the
MoS2/MoP/NC samples obtained at 800 �C, 900 �C, and 1000 �C
in a solution of 0.5 M H2SO4 at 10 mA cm�2 were 208, 151, and
199 mV, and the corresponding Tafel slopes were 86, 58, and
85mV dec�1, respectively (Fig. 5a and b), indicating the superior
HER performance of the MoS2/MoP/NC sample obtained at
900 �C. Fig. 5c and d, and Table S3† show that the MoS2/MoP/
NC samples obtained at 800 �C and 1000 �C exhibit smaller
Cdl and larger Rct values than that obtained at 900 �C. The HER
performances of the MoS2/MoP/NC control samples in alkaline
media are in accordance with the results tested in acidic solu-
tion (Fig. S20a–S20d†). The MoS2/MoP/NC sample obtained at
900 �C exhibited the optimal HER activity, possibly because this
e, and (d) Nyquist plots of the MoS2/MoP/NC nanobubbles obtained at

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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sample has integrated the superiority of well-dispersed active
species, optimal atomic ratio of MoS2/MoP species, optimal
partial graphitization, and high N-doping content. Overall, the
electrochemical measurements demonstrate that the pyrolyza-
tion temperature is critical for the formation of highly active
heterointerfaces.

The excellent HER performances of the MoS2/MoP/NC nano-
bubbles may be ascribed to the following reasons: (1) the atomic-
migration-driven in situ thermal sulfurization–phosphorization
process leads to the formation of highly active electrochemical
heterointerfaces, (2) the synergistic effect among the NC, MoS2,
and MoP layers enhances the electrochemical performances, (3)
the N heteroatoms doped in the NC layer can tune the electronic
conguration effectively, thus improving the intrinsic activity for
the HER and (4) the high specic surface area (954.3 m2 g�1) of
the MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nanobubbles is benecial for exposing
rich active sites and accelerating mass transfer between the
electrode and electrolyte.

Conclusions

In summary, triple-layer-shelled hollow nanobubbles consisting
of defect-rich ultrathin MoS2/MoP outer layers and porous NC
inner layer were realized through an atomic-migration-driven in
situ thermal sulfurization–phosphorization strategy for
enhanced HER performances. This strategy relies on in situ and
conned sulfurization and subsequent phosphorization reac-
tions of precursor (NH4)2MoS4/NaH2PO4-blended polymer
nanospheres at different temperatures. The P species migrate
from the interior to the surface of the porous NC layer and
competitively reacts with the Mo atoms in MoS2, forming the
intermediate layer of MoP. The MoS2/MoP/NC hollow nano-
bubbles exhibit enhanced electrocatalytic activity and excellent
stability for the HER in both acidic and alkaline solutions.
Utilizing this novel strategy to construct active electrochemical
heterointerfaces may open a new approach for the design of
advanced electrocatalysts for various electrocatalytic processes.
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